At a Microsite Scale, Native Vegetation Determines Spatial Patterns and Survival of Pinus contorta Invasion in Patagonia
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Abstract: Research Highlights: The invasive species Pinus contorta, has become a new component of the vegetation in the Patagonian Steppe, invading the complex matrix of bare ground, tussock grasses and cushion plants. At a microsite scale, the type of native vegetation is one of the multiple factors determining the establishment of P. contorta and in some cases, increasing its survival, and as a result, the invasion of the species. Background and Objectives: The presence of trees, particularly pines, where they are naturally absent, represents a clear threat to Patagonian steppe ecosystems. Thus, understanding the interaction between pines and native plant species may be the key to understanding the invasion and applying management actions. Pinus contorta is considered one of the most aggressive among the pines species, with recognized impacts on regions in the southern hemisphere and Europe, and it is one of the main invaders in the Patagonian steppe. Our aim in this study is to determine the influence of surrounding vegetation on P. contorta spatial distribution, its establishment and future development in the Chilean Patagonia. Materials and Methods: We used point pattern analysis to determine the existence of spatial associations between P. contorta and the resident vegetation of the Patagonian steppe. Further, a seeding experiment was carried out to assess the influence of the surrounding vegetation during P. contorta establishment and first growing season. Results: We found that young P. contorta individuals are positively associated with the native cushion plant B. magellanica and also to tussock grasses. Seeding experiments showed that P. contorta is influenced by resident plant species during establishment and is able to establish on any ground cover type in the Patagonian steppe, but some resident plant species increase P. contorta survival chances. Conclusions: Pinus contorta is interacting with native vegetation and becoming an active component of the Patagonian steppe mosaic. Although pines can establish in any type of vegetation in the Patagonian steppe mosaics, native cushion and tussock grasses may be facilitating the process and promoting pine survival, allowing it to survive and thrive in this stressful environment.
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1. Introduction

Interactions between an invasive species and the resident biota determine the success and impacts of the invasion process [1]. Resident vegetation would influence the number and characteristics of alien species being able to successfully establish, persist and spread in a community [2,3]. The interaction between native vegetation and the invasive species is a spatially explicit process that may occur at multiple scales determining the outcome of the invasion [4,5]. For example, negative interactions,
such as competition and herbivory could limit invasion [6–8], but positive interactions could have the opposite effect [3,8]. Positive interactions imply that fitness of one species could benefit from better environmental conditions created directly or indirectly by other plants, where this benefit overcomes the costs of living near other plants [9–11].

One of the most frequent positive interactions in invasion ecology is the “facilitative effect” that is given by nursing plant species [8,12,13], where one species provides micro environmental conditions that promote the establishment of invasive species [14,15]. Cushion plants are known for their facilitative conditions, mainly in high elevations [12,16–18]. Given their compact structure and low stature, cushions present the ability to attenuate extreme environmental conditions [19,20], enhancing germination and survival of other, native and non-natives, species [11,21,22]. This is the situation of the Patagonian steppe, a naturally treeless environment, where its vegetation shows a complex system of patches generated by positive and negative interactions, immersed in a matrix of bare ground with minimal vegetation cover [23]. Two patch types dominate the steppe: (a) tussock grasses forming patches in a bare ground matrix and (b) shrubs surrounded by a dense ring of tussock grasses. A cyclical succession model has been proposed to explain these two patch types [23]. In an initial stage, shrubs establish at any location within the bare ground matrix. Once established, they facilitate grass establishment by acting as seed traps and by ameliorating microclimatic conditions (i.e., increasing water availability). Once shrubs start to decay, grass density increases until competition leads to a decrease in its density. As a result, the ring turns into scattered tussock grasses [24]. Patches are the result of a balance between seed distribution and a combination of facilitative and competitive interactions, with each process dominating different phases of the mosaic cycle [23,25,26]. To assess the existence of interactions between one or more species in a community, spatial point pattern analysis is considered a standard approach [11,27–29]. Aggregation between species or individuals of interest represents a positive interaction (e.g., facilitation), while repellence represents negative interactions (such as competition) [11,30,31]. In addition to studying spatial patterns, field experiments may help to determine specific mechanisms behind these interactions. Based on both approaches, it may be possible to predict future scenarios of invasions across different resident plant communities.

*Pinus contorta* Doug. ex Loud. is considered one of the most invasive conifers in the southern hemisphere, especially at higher latitudes and elevations [32–38], and has recently been suggested as a model species for disentangling the mechanisms of the invasion process [39]. It has been reported as naturalized in Russia and as an invader in Australia, Argentina, Chile, Ireland, New Zealand, Sweden, United Kingdom and the United States (outside its natural range) [33,35–37,40–42]. *Pinus contorta* is a highly shade intolerant species, and is therefore strongly affected by competition during establishment [34], which is why invasion is more likely to occur in open ecosystems [33,43], such as in the case of the Patagonian steppe. The Patagonian steppe is located in the arid-cold south of South America and represents a suitable habitat for *P. contorta*. The low temperatures, scarce precipitation, strong winds, short frost-free periods, and low water availability that characterize this zone make it an extreme environment [44,45]. In the harsh conditions of the Patagonian steppe, considerable impacts due to *P. contorta* invasion have already been reported and they are expected to increase in the future [46–50].

The invasion process of *P. contorta* in the Chilean Patagonia, presents the characteristic spatial pattern described for conifers by other authors, mainly due to the wind dispersed seeds, which make the process highly predictable [51,52]. Most seeds fall near the seed source (first hundred meters), generating dense stands with variable age structures. Long distance dispersal is less common, generating lower densities at more distance from the seed source, resulting in scattered trees [33,35,53]. In some areas of the Patagonia, invasion densities reach 5000 individuals per hectare (e.g., in exotic grasslands) and around 13,000 individuals per hectare in the steppe near the parent stand. Furthermore, *P. contorta* individuals, in the steppe, can establish hundreds or even thousands of meters away from the parent stand. Although evidence suggests that seed rain (i.e., propagule pressure) is the main driver of *P. contorta* establishment [52], there is little information about the process determining the success of this
species at small scales (i.e., microsite) and the potential interactions occurring between this species and the native vegetation. We have then, a unique opportunity to evaluate the invasion process of \textit{P. contorta} at a small spatial scale, determining its spatial patterns, and the potential mechanisms acting to create observed patterns. In this study, we aim to (a) evaluate the spatial patterns of \textit{P. contorta} young stands, (b) assess the existence of spatial associations between \textit{P. contorta} and the native vegetation, and (c) determine the influence of different native species on the establishment and survival of \textit{P. contorta} during the first growing season.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Species

\textit{Pinus contorta} distributional native range reflects wide ecological amplitude \cite{33,54}. In North America, its native range, the species establishes under a large variety of climatic conditions, spanning a wide range of temperatures (i.e., from \(-50 \, ^\circ\text{C}\) to \(35 \, ^\circ\text{C}\)) and precipitations (from less than 300 to more than 500 mm/year). Cone production, with viable seeds, starts at an early age, between 5 and ten years, with the same germination rates as seeds produced by adult trees. Mast seed crops are produced every one or three years and seed size is relatively small compared to other pine species. Germination occurs once there is adequate soil moisture and temperatures are more favorable, resulting in germinating very fast. \textit{Pinus contorta} resistance to frost is relatively high, allowing it to survive where other species do not \cite{54}. All of these characteristics, namely small seeds, short juvenile period (early seed production), common mast seed crops and fast germination rates, are key determinants of the invasive potential of pine species, as they give \textit{P. contorta} the ability to disperse long distances, overcome competition with other species and to survive under the disturbance regime in the invaded community \cite{41}.

2.2. Study Area

To determine the spatial pattern of \textit{P. contorta} and its potential association with native vegetation, we selected an invaded area located in Coyhaique Alto (45° 30’ S and 71° 42’ W), 36 km east from Coyhaique City in the Aysén Region (Figure 1). Coyhaique Alto is part of the Cold Steppe Ecoregion \cite{44}, and it is characterized by low temperatures (mean annual temperature of 6.5 °C, mean maximum temperature of 11.2 °C and mean minimum temperature of 2.2 °C) and annual precipitation ranging from 400 to 700 mm/year, and a short growing season free of snow (39 frost free days) \cite{55}. Further, the harsh conditions of the cold steppe are also characterized by a six month period of water stress with a winter dormancy period of 9.1 months \cite{45}.

Patagonian steppe vegetation is dominated by scattered low stature native tussock grass species, mainly belonging to genera \textit{Festuca}, \textit{Agrotis}, \textit{Stipa}, \textit{Poa}, and \textit{Bromus} \cite{44}. We will refer to those species as tussock grasses. Prostrate shrub species with a dense canopy such as \textit{Baccharis} sp., \textit{Oreopolus glacialis} (Poepp.) Ricardi, \textit{Mulinum spinosum} Pers., and \textit{Acaena} sp. are also common species in the Patagonian steppe \cite{44} and may form solid vegetation patches commonly described as cushions. \textit{Baccharis magellanica} (Lam.) Persoon is a creeping perennial shrub, which forms hemispheric cushions up to 40 cm tall and 1.5 m diameter. \textit{Oreopolus glacialis} is a perennial cushion plant, which grows in sandy soils in Chile and Argentina. It has been previously described as a nurse plant \cite{18,22}. \textit{Mulinum spinosum} is a spiny shrub, which forms rounded shrubby cushions up to 50 cm in diameter. \textit{Acaena integerrima} Gillies ex Hook. Et Arn. is a perennial prostrate shrub no more than 15 cm height and 15–22 cm diameter. It is common to find plantations of exotic species in Patagonia. Most of them are \textit{P. contorta}, \textit{Pinus sylvestris} L., \textit{Pinus ponderosa} Douglas ex C. Lawson, and \textit{Pseudotsuga menziesii} (Mirb.) Franco. During the 1970s they were established for erosion control purposes after large extensions of land were affected by fires \cite{56}, but after a few years, commercial plantations were also established.
2.3. Spatial Associations with Native Vegetation

To determine the microsite-scale spatial pattern of *P. contorta* wildings originated from an established commercial plantation in Coyhaique Alto, we established two 20 × 20 m square plots separated by 20 m (Figure 2). Each plot was divided into 25 cm (0.0625 m²) quadrats, resulting in a sampling grid of 6400 quadrats. Both plots were established perpendicular to the plantation edge, starting at 50 m from the plantation. In each one of the small quadrants we determined the presence of seven ground cover types, which could consist of a single species or a group of them: *P. contorta*, tussock grasses, bare ground, *B. magellanica*, *O. glacialis*, *A. integerrima* and *M. spinosum*. For every *P. contorta* individual we recorded the total height, diameter at collar height (DCH), crown diameter, and the exact position of the stem, in order to recognize on which ground cover type the individual germinated and established. *Pinus contorta* individuals were classified into five categories, based on total height, as a proxy of their age: pines under 10 cm height, between 11 and 40 cm, between 41 and 100 and more than 100 cm height. An extra fifth category was all pines more than 41 cm height.

![Figure 2](image-url)  
*Figure 2.* Location and design of the sampling plots in the study site. Each square plot (20 by 20 m) is subdivided in a grid of 0.25 m (0.0625 m²) quadrats.

In order to test for spatial associations, we used spatial pattern analyses, which has been widely used in plant ecology to study the existence of interactions between species [11,27,29,30,57,58]. In recent years, the use of O-ring statistics in the study of plant spatial patterns and plant–plant interactions has increased [59–62]. Here, the position of a plant is represented as a point and this method
analyses the spatial distribution of such points to determine whether they are randomly distributed or aggregated. According to this analysis, spatial aggregation between species or individuals of interest represents a positive interaction (e.g., facilitation), while repulsion will represent negative interactions (e.g., competition) [11,30,31]. The O-ring statistic uses rings at given distances from the point of interest, so that the spatial relation between points can be related to a certain scale [63]. When using grids, instead of points, the estimator \( O_m(r) \) corresponds to the probability of finding a cell of category \( m \) at a distance \( r \) away from a cell of category \( I \) [64]. We used the software Programita [63] and the O-Ring statistic of point pattern analysis to analyze spatial patterns between \( P. contorta \) individuals and the vegetation of the Patagonian steppe. First, for the analyses, a new ground cover type, “Cushions”, was created considering \( B. magellanica \), \( A. integerrima \), \( O. glacialis \) and \( M. spinosum \) together. As our ground cover types could not be represented based approach of Wiegand et al. [62] to deal with plants of finite size and irregular shape, and thereby represent the actual cover of each ground cover type. Then, two types of analyses were done: (a) univariate analyses, considering \( P. contorta \) individuals or each ground cover type alone, for which we hypothesized Complete Spatial Randomness (CSR), and (b) bivariate analyses, where \( P. contorta \) individuals were analyzed against each ground cover type. In this case, we used the antecedent conditions model, randomizing the pine category of interest, and fixing the position of the observed cover types [63].

Considering that there were no environmental gradients between both plots (Figure 3), and in order to increase the power of the analyses, we considered both plots as two areas inside one larger plot. To represent this approach correctly in the software, we used the “irregularly shaped study region” option. The analysis of statistical significance was evaluated using 99 Monte Carlo simulations [62,63,65]. Cushions, grasses and bare soil were represented in cells, where each plant could occupy one or more cells, depending on shape and size. This method restricts plants of the same cover type to overlap but does allow for plants of different cover types to do it.

Figure 3. Invaded area selected to determine the influence of surrounding vegetation on \( P. contorta \), located in the Patagonian Steppe of Coyhaique Alto (45° 30’ S and 71° 42’ W).

2.4. \( P. contorta \) Establishment and Survival

We selected three non-invaded areas (Figure 4), between one and six km apart from each other, to determine the potential influence of native vegetation on \( P. contorta \) establishment and survival (Site 1: 45°30’247” S, 71°42’815” W, Site 2: 45°29’312” S, 71°38’964” W, and site 3: 45°28’991” S, 71°39’531 W).
To determine the influence of adjacent vegetation during the early establishment of *P. contorta*, we sowed *P. contorta* seeds on the most abundant ground cover types: *A. integerrima*, *O. glacialis*, *B. magellanica*, tussock grasses and bare ground (Figure 5). In each of the three sites we established 20 experimental units (EU) formed by small plots dominated by a determined ground cover type, in each one of the five ground cover types. Fifty seeds were sown in each one of the EU. Because of the low presence *B. magellanica*, this species was considered in only one of the sites. Therefore, we established 80 EU in two of the sites (20 in each of the four present ground cover types) and 100 EU (20 in each of the five ground cover types) in the remaining site. Seeds were sowed during May 2010, before winter, and were placed on the different ground cover types without covering them, to replicate natural conditions after seed fall. Seed material, previously collected in the region, was purchased from the CONAF of the Aysén Region. The number of seedlings that emerged and remained alive between recording periods was registered fortnightly during the growing season, starting in December 2010 to May 2011.

We used repeated measures ANOVA to assess differences in early establishment between and within ground cover types. During the growing season (December to May), the number of living seedlings was registered nine times. To address the lack of replication for *B. magellanica*, two data sets were created considering the percentage of living seedlings (of a total of 50 sown seeds). Therefore, two analyses were conducted: one for the four substrates present in the three study sites (considering the study sites as a block), and the second one for the five substrates present in site 1. We used the MIXED procedure, the most appropriate matrix of variance–covariance, and the REPEATED instruction in SAS Software V9. The covariance structure was determined based on the Akaike Coefficient, according to which the nearest value to zero will be the most appropriate. When significant differences were detected, means were compared using Tukey Tests under the LSMEANS instruction. Graphs were made using SPSS.
3. Results

3.1. Spatial Associations with Native Vegetation

Mean pine density was 2950 trees per hectare with a ground cover of 20.7% (Figure 6). Mean diameter at collar height was of 26.21 mm with a crown diameter of 54.16 cm and a mean height 103.2 cm. A total of 236 trees were sampled with all height classes being represented (Table 1).

![Figure 6. Ground cover types represented in the two areas of the sampling plot: Pinus contorta (22.5% and 18.9%), B. magellanica (30.8% and 16.2%), Tussock grasses (53.7% and 58.1%), bare ground (69.9% and 74.8%), Acaena integerrima (1% and 1.8%), Oreopolus glacialis (0.1% and 12.8%), and Mulinum spinosum (0.5% and 0.7%).](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Height Class</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Height (cm)</th>
<th>DCH * (mm)</th>
<th>Crown Diameter (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;10 cm</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>7.49</td>
<td>6.625</td>
<td>10.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11–40 cm</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>20.46</td>
<td>10.53</td>
<td>18.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41–100 cm</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>70.30</td>
<td>21.88</td>
<td>48.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;100 cm</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>229.60</td>
<td>65.80</td>
<td>138.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;41 cm</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>188.16</td>
<td>54.33</td>
<td>115.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>236</td>
<td></td>
<td>103.20 ***</td>
<td>26.21 ***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Diameter at collar height. ** Corresponds to the total number of P. contorta individuals registered in the two sampling plots. *** Corresponds to the mean value of the attribute for all individuals registered in the two plots.

Most abundant cover types in the area were bare ground (72.4%), followed by tussock grasses (57.5%) and B. magellanica (23.5%). Given the low cover of A. integerrima (1.4%), O. glacialis (6.45%), and M. spinosum (0.6%), they were not taken into account by themselves for further analysis (only in the “cushions” ground cover type).

Univariate analysis showed an aggregated spatial pattern for the three main ground cover types: B. magellanica, cushions, and tussock grasses (Figure 7a). Those patches are surrounded by a bare ground matrix. The univariate analysis done for P. contorta height classes showed that smaller pines (<10 cm height) did not differ from the Complete Spatial Randomness model. Individuals between 11 and 40 cm height showed an aggregated distribution in the first 25 cm of distance, whereas individuals between 41 and 100 cm, or more than 100 cm height, did not present differences with the Complete Spatial Randomness (Figure 7b).

Bivariate analyses indicated no aggregation of P. contorta individuals (11–40 cm) around other pine height classes (>41 cm, 41–100 cm, >100 cm), showing that pine individuals are not aggregated around older or taller pine individuals. Regarding the other ground cover types, 11 to 41 cm height pines showed a significant aggregation up to 50 cm with the native cushion B. magellanica and up to 25 cm with tussock grasses (Figure 8).
Spatial distribution patterns between (a) different Pinus contorta height classes and (b) each Pinus contorta height class. The O11(r) estimator indicates the probability of finding a cell of the same category 1 at a distance r (shown in y axis) away from a cell of another cell of category 1. Continuous lines represent confidence envelopes from the 99 Monte Carlo simulations. If the O-ring function (red dots) exceeds the upper confidence level, it indicates an aggregated pattern of the species or plants involved. If the function locates below the lower confidence interval, then it indicates a repulsion or regularly spatiated distribution of the plants. If the function is located between both confidence intervals, then the distribution of the plants does not differ from the Complete Spatial Randomness (CSR) pattern.

Figure 8. Spatial distribution patterns between (a) different Pinus contorta height classes and (b) Pinus contorta seedlings of 11 to 40 cm height and each ground cover type: B. magellanica, tussock grasses, bare ground, and cushions. The O12(r) estimator indicates the probability of finding a cell of category 2 at a distance r away from a cell of category 1. Continuous lines represent confidence envelopes from the 99 Montecarlo simulations. If the O-ring function (red dots) exceeds the upper confidence level, it indicates an aggregated pattern of the species or plants involved. If the function locates below the lower confidence interval, then it indicates a repulsion or regularly spatiated distribution of the plants. If the function is located between both confidence intervals, then the distribution of the plants does not differ from the CSR pattern.
3.2. Pinus contorta Establishment and Survival

Ground cover type, block (sites), and their interaction significantly affected the proportion of sown seeds that emerged as seedlings, and that survived the entire growing season in each EU (Table 2).

Table 2. Repeated measures ANOVA for the proportion of sowed seeds that emerged as seedling and survived the entire growing season at three sites in Coyhaique (nine measurements for each experimental sites).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>F-Value</th>
<th>Pr &gt; F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Site</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.41</td>
<td>0.0133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substrate</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6.28</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site × Substrate interaction</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.12</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The repeated measures ANOVA showed significant differences between ground cover types. Overall, the percentage of surviving seedlings was low, with the highest percentage recorded on the bare ground of site 3 (4.43%), followed by O. glacialis in site 1 (2.43%). The lowest percentage of survived seedlings (0.21%) was recorded on the Tussock grasses of site 3, although it did not differ from the rest of the cover types in the three sites (Figure 9a). When comparing between the five ground cover types present in site 1, we found no significant differences between them (Figure 9b).

Figure 9. Survival (%) of emerged seedling of the 20 Experimental Units established on each ground cover type in three study sites. Because of the lack of replication for Baccharis magellanica in site 1, results were derived from two analyses: (a) Seeding survival (%) on each one of the four ground cover types present in the three study sites and (b) mean survival (%) on each ground cover type in site 1 (including B. magellanica).

4. Discussion

A multiscale approach can help to understand the mechanisms acting behind successful invaders [4]. While at larger scales P. contorta presented in Patagonia the characteristic pattern of a pine invasion process without limitations other than seed availability [51] or the limited relationship with microsite heterogeneity [52], our results show that new patterns arise at smaller microsite scales, which may be attributed to other underlying processes. Previous work indicated that, in the Chilean Patagonia, the P. contorta invasion front is characterized by high densities of young individuals with scarce adult trees, all randomly distributed [51]. In other words, recruitment occurs at any distance from the seed source, without a clear trend. However, our results show that at smaller scales P. contorta does have higher recruitment in certain microsite conditions, and that interactions with the native vegetation could be driving specific processes during seedling recruitment and survival, ultimately influencing the invasion patterns.
Our results indicate that *Pinus contorta* spatial distribution in the Patagonian steppe, at a microsite scale, shows an aggregated pattern for young individuals, but no association (i.e., facilitative interactions) between them and adult pine trees was found. Young pines (between 11 and 40 cm height) were associated with the native cushion *B. magellanica* and tussock grasses within the first 25 cm around them, suggesting that facilitative interactions could be involved in the spatial distribution of the species in our study site. It is well-known that some plants provide micro-environmental conditions which promote the establishment of other species either by regulating stress (by decreasing negative environmental factors such as herbivory, high temperatures or high radiation) or by increasing resources availability [66]. This phenomenon (i.e., nurse-plant effect [14,15]), is especially frequent in stressful environments, such as the Patagonian steppe [66].

Ledgard [67] affirmed that the successful spread of invasive conifers depends on the availability of safe sites, and the best sites for conifer establishment then, are those with a sparse vegetation cover, where competition levels are still low [67,68]. Our sowing experiments results are in line with this, showing that positive interactions with the native *B. magellanica* or tussock grasses are not exclusive. Depending on site conditions, other species could have the same effect on pine establishment, probably due to better environmental conditions beneath its cover. These better conditions can be met, in this case, on bare ground in one site or within the compact cushion plant *O. glacialis* in another site. Allen and Lee [69] reported similar results in tussock land in New Zealand, where *P. contorta* establishment occurs both between or beneath tussock canopies, indicating that benefits from shelter, mainly against dissection and frost, may offset the disadvantages of competition with tussock grasses. Bare ground, bryophytes and lichens have been identified as the most preferred microsites for *P. contorta* establishment, followed by microsites dominated by rosettes and loose mats [69].

Although there is evidence of positive interactions of young pines and the native vegetation, smaller pine seedlings (less than 10 cm tall) showed a random spatial pattern, indicating no facilitative effects from native vegetation at such early stages. Changes in the balance of interactions are expected with time, as both involved species get through different life stages [70]. The association with *B. magellanica* and tussock grasses appears after two or three growing seasons, when seedlings are between 11 and 40 cm tall. A few years later the association is lost again, when saplings are more than 41 cm tall. Thus, although native species could have some positive effects on *P. contorta* during its germination and establishment, the interaction balance is not constant, and it changes at the time plants grow and pass through different life stages [71]. In some cases, plants that were facilitated at their first stages of growth could enhance their performance and compete or even suppress their nurse plant in advanced stages [66,72]. These differences between life stages indicate that *P. contorta* seed germination occurs anywhere in the invasion front, but establishment and survival will be affected by the ground cover type during the first growing seasons. We still do not know which interaction dominates when adult pines are present, and it is too early to determine what happens when the pine canopy closes, but it is clear that although facilitation does not seem to be crucial for the establishment of *P. contorta* in the Patagonian steppe, it certainly influences its spatial patterns.

When the interaction balance during early establishment changes from facilitation to competition, interactions become one of the main prevention and control techniques described for invasive conifers. The effects that competition with fast growing herbs and small shrubs has on conifers establishment [34] has become one of the main control actions in New Zealand. Sowing and fertilizing around forests margins will limit the spread of *P. contorta* or other conifers [67,68,73]. Benecke [32] determined that *P. contorta* does not survive more than 18 months in managed pastures, while 94% of sowed *P. contorta* individuals survived after 2 years on unmanaged pastures. The Patagonian steppe is a natural ecosystem, where fertilization, seeding or irrigation does not occur, increasing the risk of future spreading.

Degradation of the native vegetation in the Patagonian Steppe may be facilitating the invasion of pines. The native undisturbed vegetation of the Chilean Patagonia is composed of dense tussock
grasses, herbs, and shrubs patches immersed in a bare ground matrix, as has been reported for the same ecosystem in Argentina [25]. In our study site Coyhaique Alto, groundcover of tussock grasses is similar to that reported in the literature for the region (between 50 and 55% according to Hepp [44]), but the surface of the bare ground is much higher. While in our study we found 72.4% for the total cover of bare ground, values in the literature indicated 25 to 42% of bare ground cover [44]. According to Hepp [44], one of the main causes for this difference could be a high stocking rate, which leads to a decrease of tussock cover in the steppe. Although it is hard to demonstrate, it has been reported that natural vegetation of the Patagonian steppe was originally dominated by grasses, and due to human-related disturbances, tussock cover decreased and new species such as shrubs or cushions arrived in the system [25]. Therefore, inadequate management and overgrazing by livestock and introduced hare, could be leading to an increase in shrubs and some herbaceous species such as Acaena spp. and M. spinosum, previously absent in the steppe [44,45]. If cushion plants and shrubs continue to increase their cover and bare ground is exposed due to heavy grazing, the susceptibility of the steppe to pine invasion could increase even more.

5. Conclusions

Pinus contorta has become a new component in the mosaic system of the Patagonian steppe invading across a diversity of microsite conditions. In this study, we have found that this invasive pine species could be facilitated by cushion species and tussock grasses during early stages. Although these positive interactions apparently turn to competition at later stages, they could be promoting pine survival in the harsh conditions of the Patagonian steppe, as it has been shown in other examples where facilitative interactions allowed the presence of alien invasive species in stressful environments (e.g., [12,22]). Tussock grasses show no resistance to P. contorta invasion, making the Patagonian steppe an even more susceptible environment. Thus, more strict preventive measurements should be taken, when establishing new pine plantations in the steppe of Chile and Argentina. In addition, for Pinus control, active management should be implemented before large extensions of the Patagonian steppe are invaded. The results presented here and in the broader literature on pine invasions should be seriously considered in such management actions.

Interactions with the resident biota should be taken into account when assessing the mechanisms behind successful invaders. Despite the attributes which may give certain species a high invasive potential, the resident biota of the invaded area will determine which species establishes and to what extent. This information may prove critical when controlling invasive plants and when restoring natural vegetation, especially to reduce reinvasion of the site. A combination of multiscale observational approaches and simple experiments may shed light into both patterns and mechanisms to uncover the reciprocal effects of the interactions between native vegetation and the invasive species.
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